
 AUTO MOTO CYCLE
 Altering silencer of vehicle in such a way that the noise caused by the escape of the exhaust gases is made greater b  5000
 Carrying a passenger on a motorcycle or an auto cycle not constructed or adapted to carry more than one person (19)  1500
 Carrying a passenger on a motorcycle or an auto cycle not fitted with support or rests(20)  1500
Carrying more than one person as pillion rider on a motor cycle or an auto cycle (23)  1500
 Driving a motor vehicle without horn (39)  500
Driving a motorcycle whose engine capacity exceeds 50 cubic centimetres without keeping head lamp lighted at all time  500
Failing to fit motor vehicle with speedometer located in a position (72)  500
Failing to fit a motorcycle, an auto cycle or a pedal cycle with a red reflector at its rear (73)  1000
Failing to keep feet, at all times whilst moving, on footrests whilst riding auto cycle/motorcycle (77)  1000
Failing to wear high visibility clothing whilst driving a motorcycle or an auto cycle (82)  5000
Failing to wear securely a prescribed protective helmet while riding a motorcycle or auto cycle (83)  5000
Failing to wear high visibility clothing whilst riding a motorcycle or an auto cycle as pillion rider (118)  1000
INEFFICIENT SILENCER (121)  5000
Near-side or off-side exterior mirror not as prescribed (137)  5000
Auto cycle or motorcycle not fitted with rear view mirror in the manner prescribed (144)  5000
Riding a motor cycle or an auto cycle abreast of another two-wheel vehicle (167)  1000
Item not forming part of A/C or M/C suspended or connected to handle bar(122)  500
Carrying load on handle bar of a motorcycle or an auto cycle(22)  500
Using a motorcycle or an auto cycle with the minimum distance between the outer ends of handle bars less than 450mm  1000
Fg to carry yellow chalk or other appropriate yellow indedible marker-58  500
 Dg m/c or a/c w/o an insurance vignette affixed in a conspicious place-near side or front seat(42)  5000

 PRIVATE CAR VAN
Admitting into the front seat of a motor vehicle a child under the age of 10 whilst the vehicle is in motion-2  2000
Carrying person(s) in the open pick up area of a double cab pick up/dual purpose vehicle -24  2000
Driving a motor vehicle with its front windscreen and windows having a visual transmission of light of less than 75 per  2000
DRIVING MOTOR VEHICLE WITH NON- TRANSPARENT MATERIAL DISPLAYED ON WINDSCREEN/WINDOWS-35  2000
Driving a motor vehicle with person driving or riding in the front or rear seat failing to wear a seat belt -37  2000
Failing to wear a seat belt whilst driving a motor vehicle-108  1000
 Failing to carry one emergency triangular warning sign in motor vehicle -59  500
 FG to carry in M/V a fire extiguisher in an accessible position ready for use-60  500
Failing to carry in his vehicle an Agreed Statement of Facts Form-61  500
Failing, in case of an accident, a breakdown or an emergency, to Display, or to cause to be displayed, a triangular warning  1000



Fitting motor vehicle with a bull bar -111  2000
 Riding, or causing or permitting a person to ride on the windows, wings, fenders, luggage grid, roof, running board, drawbar,
  towing bar, boot or bonnet of a motor vehicle -153  2000
 Fg to ensure that bonnet hinged covers and doors are kept firmly shut whilst vehicle in motion-70  1000
 Fg to equip m/v with safety glass wherever glass is used in doors, windows and windscreen-71  1000
 Fitting additional seat in M/V w? approval of commissioner-115  1000
Using a hand-held microphone or telephone handset whilst driving a vehicle -177  3000
 Fitting M/V with siren,bell,gong or multi tone-112  1000
 Using a wheeled motor vehicle or trailer with its pneumatic tyre extending beyond the bodywork -194  2000

 REGISTRATION MARK
 Failing to fix registration mark of the vehicle -55  3000
 Failing to fix registration plate in provided space -56  1000
 Registration mark at rear not illuminated -163  1000
 Registration mark not easily distinguishable -164  1000
 Removing registration plate from a vehicle which is on a road -165  2000
 Size, display and spacing of characters on a registration plate not as per prescribed specifications -168  1000
 Layout of registration mark not as prescribed -126  1000

 DOCUMENTS
Failing to carry in his vehicle an Agreed Statement of Facts Form -61  500
Failing to display Certificate of fitness on motor vehicle/trailer -66  1000
 Using a M/V or trailer without a valid certificate of fitness-189  1000
Failing to produce D licence or an up to date photocopy in the actual size of the original on request when driving a m/veh  500
 Fg to produce d/licence within 5 days delay at stn-99  500
Motor vehicle licence(MVL) not affixed in prescribed manner-134  500
  Insurance vignette not affixed  -40  5000

 FITTINGS
 Interior  mirror not as prescribed-140  5000
Driving a motor vehicle not fitted with an efficient windscreen wiper -33  1000
Failing to equip motor vehicle with safety glass wherever glass is used in doors, windows and windscreens -71  1000
 Fitting additional seat in M/V w? approval of commissioner-115  1000



Fitting motor vehicle with a bull bar -111  1000
 Fitting M/V with siren,bell,gong or multi tone-112  1000
 Bodywork, upholstery, fittings and accessories not in good and serviceable condition -113  1000
Motor vehicle fitted with inefficient braking system -120  1000
Fuel tank not provided with effective cover or lid -139  1000
Worn out tyre -204  5000

 LIGHTS
Brake lamps out of order -10  1000
Driving a motor vehicle with more than four front lamps at a time -41  2000
 Fg to indicate intention to draw out from a parking space-75  1000
 Fg to give proper signal when bout to turn or stop-88  1000
Failing to extinguish main beam of light emitted by headlamp of motor vehicle -87  1000
Failing to use a dipped beam of light when approaching  another  vehicle  from  the  rear  at  a distance of 100 metres -10  1000
Fitting of spot lamp on motor vehicle -114  1000
Fog lamp not fitted in prescribed manner-116  1000
 lighting fog lamps where the road visibility is more than 100mts-128  1000
Motor vehicle with gross weight exceeding 16,000 kilogrammes not fitted with beacon lamp in a prescribed manner -132  2000
Motor vehicle fitted with front fog lamps not as prescribed -133  2000
Using a motor vehicle equipped with unauthorised lamps-182  1000
Using a motor vehicle not fitted with reversing lamp -185  1000
 Using  a  motor  vehicle  on  a  road  without head lamps, rear lamps and registration plate lamps kept lighted during hour  5000
 Using a m/v with more than four lamps lighted at the same time on its front-188  1500
 M/V with gross weight over 16000 kg not fitted with beacon lamps-132  2000
 Lamps not fitted in prescribed manner-124  1000

 MOTORWAY NTR & Roads
Allowing vehicle to remain at rest on central reservation -7  2000
Breach of lane discipline on a dual carriageway -15  1000
Driving, moving, stopping or remaining at rest on a central reservation -46  2000
Failing to keep to the left or nearside of the road-78  1000
Failing to give way to traffic from the right when approaching a roundabout-89  1000
Failing to give way when coming out of a less important  road  onto  a  more  important   one -90  1000



Failing to give proper signal when about to turn or stop -88  1000
Failing to overtake traffic on the right -95  1000
Stopping on carriageway of motorway 170  2000

 GOODS VEHICLE
Breach of condition attached to carriers licence-12  500
 Driving on a road any vehicle which causes, or  is liable to cause, danger to a person by reason  of the load or part of it being insecurely
fastened and falling, or liable to fall, from the vehicle, or projecting from the vehicle(Load Not Properly Secured)-18  2000
 Causing a vehicle to be used in contravention of the laden or axel weight-27  1500
 Fg to cause a clearly mark, as prescribed to be embossed or printed on retreated tyre-62  1000
 Fg to highlight chassisnumber of g/v and trailer with white paint-74  500
Trailer, bus or goods vehicle with gross weight exceeding 3,500 kilogrammes not fitted with reversing alarm-117  1000
Motor vehicle projecting load more than 75 millimetres beyond the external edges of the tyres of the wheels on either si  2000
 Operating g/v, trailer or semi trailer, the gross weightof which exceeds 3500kg, without prescribed information-130  500
Flaps   behind   rear   wheels   not   as  prescribed -138  1000
Goods vehicle or trailer not fitted with rear marking not as prescribed -141  1000
 Trailers not fitted with side marking not as prescribed-142  1000
Goods vehicle, trailer  with gross weight exceeding 3,500 kg not fitted with rear under-run protection in the manner   pr  2000
Goods vehicle, trailer with gross weight exceeding 3,500 kilogrammes not fitted with side guards in the manner prescribe  2000
 Rear marking or side marking not as prescribed-160  500
 Trailer exceeding 3500kg gross weight not fitted with reversing alarms-174  1000
 Using an unregistered m/v or trailer on a road-195  1000
Using a wheeled m/v or trailer with its pneumatic tyre beyond bodywork-194  2000
 Using on a road a m/v exceeding the prescribed overall height-198  1000

 M/bus /PSVl -Driver n Conductors
 Acting as conductor of a PSV without licence-1  500
 Bus having gross weight exceeding 3,500 kilogrammes not fitted with reversing alarm -17  1000
Alighting or picking up passengers at a place other than at a bus stop -4  1000
Allowing door to remain open while vehicle is in motion -5  1000
 Breach of condition attached to public service vehicle -13  1000
 Failing to produce public service vehicle licence on demand -100  500
 Fg to submit monthly return  500



 Using a public service vehicle or motor cycle to draw a trailer -193  1000
 Hiring  a m/v as a whole or at separate fates W/o ascertaining that the vehicle is licenced for the purpose of such travel-119  2000
 Emergency door of public service vehicle not in good working condition and not properly closed whilst in operation -48  2000
 Failing to stop a bus at a bus stop along its route -79  1000
 Fg to park bus within 15 mts from rear of a preceeding Bus at Bus Stop-80  500
 Fg to stop Bus with its front within 600mm from a bus stop sign-81
 Fg to equip emergency exit of bus with essential sensor such that the driver is given audible and visual alarm when does  1000
Failing to produce conductor’s or driver’s licence or badge on demand -97  500
Failing, when acting as conductor or driver of     a public service vehicle, to wear a badge in a conspicuous position -109  500
 Keeping a bus stationary at a bus stop for a longer period of  time  than  is  necessary  for  enabling a person to alight or to  1000
 Lamps inside bus not lighted during the hours of darkness in a prescribed manner -124  1000
Refuelling made in the course of a journey -161  500
FG to display class label (hazardous)on front of vehicle-67  1000
 Fg to cause to display on c/bus the classof vehicle and service authorised under licence-68  500
 Fg to cause to display at the front of a c/bus the class of the vehicle-69  500
 Fitting a W/Less receiving apparatus or sound transmitting apparatus to a bus w/o written permission of Commissioner-1  500
 PSV providing authorised service without conductor-136  500
 Bus obstructing traffic from opposite when moving out of a bus stop-146  1000
 Operating direction indicators of bus while passengers are alighting or boarding-148  1000
 Plying fo hire outside Bus Stand or Stopping place-156  500
 Plying for hire at an unauthorised place-157  500
 Plying for hire at separate fares at another base or stand or within 60mts of a bus stoping place or at any stand appointed for any other class of PSVL
 or gor G/vehicle- 158  500
 Stickers,display on C/Bus not as prescribed particulars, dimensions and specimen-169  500
 Tariff fares not exhibited in BUS-171  500

 TAXI
Admitting more passengers in public service vehicle -3  1000
 Displaying advertisement on taxi not as prescribed -28  500
Displaying without authorisation upon or  near the windscreen or any window of taxi any word, letter, sign or label -29  500
Driving a taxi without a valid certificate of registration -44  500
Failing to affix on the centre of the roof or the roof-rack of the taxi a yellow sign bearing the word “TAXI” in black -54  500
 Fg whilst driving or standing to display registration certificate inside the taxi clearly visible from outside-84  500



Failing to display licence number and base of operation on the front doors of a taxi -85  500
Failing to keep register whilst driving taxi -93  500
 FG to produce register on demand-101  500
Failing to produce public service vehicle licence on demand -100  500
Using or causing to be used a taxi having an advertisement on it without the prior approval   of the Commissioner -203  500
 Particulars and dimensions of licence no. and base of operaton of taxi not as prescribed-152  1000
 Taxi sign not complying to prescibed colour-172  500

 PEDESTRIAN CROSSING
 Failing to allow free and uninterrupted passage to a pedestrian using a crossing -52  1500
 Overtaking or passing a vehicle which has stopped at a pedestrian crossing -150  1000

 OBSTRUCTION
Allowing vehicle to stand on a road so as to cause obstruction on the road -6  2000
 Driving a motor vehicle at such a speed so as to cause obstruction -30  2000
 Negligently or wilfully preventing, hindering or interrupting traffic on the road -135  1000
 Opening, or causing  to  be  opened,  any door of m/vehicle or alighting from m/vehicle in such way as to impede the flow  1000
 Obstructing traffic coming from the opposite direction   whilst   overtaking -155  2000

 TRAFFIC SIGN/DIRECTION/PARKING
 Driving on a public road designated and sign posted for one-way traffic in a direction other than that designated-45  1000
 Driving,  riding,  stopping  or  parking  vehicle  on footpath or part thereof -47  1000
 Failing to comply with traffic sign and traffic direction -65  2000

 SOUND
 Unauthorised use of audible warning instrument or apparatus -176  1000
 Fitting motor vehicle with siren, bell, gong or multi-tone horn -112  1000
 Using a  motor  vehicle  emitting  excessive  noise -181  1000
 Using or  causing or permitting 2b used a m/vehiclenot as prescribed standard of noise emission -200  5000

 DANGER
 Carrying inflammable liqiud in or on PSV-21  2000
 Causing a m/vehicle to travel backwards for  a greater distance or time than may be necessary for turning or other reason  1500



 Driving M/V in such a position that the driver is unable to retain full view of the road and traffic ahead-32  1000
 Fg in case of an accident, breakdoen or emergency to display or cause to be displayed a triangular warning sign-106  2000
 Quitting motor vehicle without taking due precaution against its being set in motion-159  2000
 Using a motor vehicle or trailer likely to cause danger -187  1000
 Opening, or causing or permitting to be opened, any door of a m/v or alighting from m/v in such a way as to impede the tr  1000
 Overtaking  bus whose driver has signalled his intention of moving out of bus stop-149  1000
 Overtaking  or passing a vehicle which has stopped at a pedestrian crossin-150  1000
 Stopping or parking m/v on a road during hours of darkness without light-151  1000
 Ridingor cause or permitting a person to ride on window, wings, fender,lauguage grid,roof,running board,drawbar,towin  2000
 Causing or allowing oil or fuel from a vehicle to spill on road-154  1000
 Fg to keep left or nearside of the road-78  1000
 Using M/V with front tyre retreaded more than once-191  2000
 Using m/v with recut pneumatic tyre-192  2000
FG to display class label (hazardous)on front of vehicle-67  1000

 Motor dealers' vehicle licence 
 Breach of motor dealer:'s licence-  (TP)  500
 Carrying unauthorised persons in a m/v dealers licence-25  500
 Fg to comply with conditions attached to MVDL and with other requirements-64  500
 Fg to affix identification plate to the front and rear of a vehicle under MVDL-53  500
 Fg to apply permission to remove an unlicence vehicle from premises where it is kept  to other premises-57  500
 Fg to issue, prior to delivery of a new or second hand imported M/V to its owner a certifiacte of inspection
  re- specified standard for exhaust and noise emissions-92  2000
 Using a motor vehicle for a purpose other than that for which it has been licensed -183  5000
 Motor dealer's identification plate of a motor vehicle not as approved by the authority-131  500

 MISCELLANOUS- OTHER OFFENCES
 Breach of condition attached to a petrol service station-11  500
 Breach of condition attached to road service licence-14  1000
 Dg m/v not fitted with an enclosed compartment, which is not fitted with an effective windscreen wiper-33  1000
 Dg m/v with gear lever in neutral position-36  1000
 Dg m/v whilst being in a position as to be able to see a TV  or other cinematograghic apparatus-38  2000



 Fg to apply permission to remove an unlicence vehicle from premises where it is kept  to other premises-57  500
 Fg to communicate result of exhaust emission test to commissioner within prescribed period-63  2000
 Fg to keep both hands on steering wheel of M/V-76  1000
 Fg to operate and maintain approved facility-94  5000
 FG to submit vehicle to exhaust emission test-103  2000
 FG to take his vehicle to place specified by an authorise officer for an opacity test-104  1000
 Allowing engine to operate for more than five consecutive mins while M/V is stationary-127  1000
 Fg to comply to notice to take vihicle to a place specified for noise emission test with specified time-105  1000
 Refusing to allow the carry out of an exhaust or noise emission test-162  1000
 Removing,tampering, defacing or oyherwisedamaging a prohibition notice-166  1000
Teaching for gain the driving of a motor vehicle without an instructor’s licence -173  2000
 Touting-175  500
 Using a m/v dischrging clearly visible smoke in the exhaust emissions within the proximity ot the exhaust outlet for more than 10 sec.-180  5000
Using a M/V as a bus , c/bus ,taxi,c/car without a PSVL-178  3000
 FG to display class label on front of vehicle-67  1000
Failing to carry in his vehicle an Agreed Statement of Facts Form-61  500
Fg to carry yellow chalk or other appropriate yellow indedible marker-58  500
 Hiring  a m/v as a whole or at separate fates W/o ascertaining that the vehicle is licenced for the purpose of such travel-119  2000






